
 

 

 

Buke & Gase  
 
ARTIST BIOGRAPHY  

Brooklyn-based BUKE (byook) & GASE (gace) are Arone Dyer on the "buke" (a self-
modified six-string former baritone ukulele) and Aron Sanchez on the "gase" (a 
guitar-bass hybrid of his own creation). Both of them play double duty, also 
mobilizing a small army of foot percussion. These instruments are then filtered 
through various pedals, amplifiers and homemade inventions to create a surprisingly 
complex sound. Dyer's supermelodic vocal lines weave through the beautiful yet 
unwieldy musical matter, balancing light and dark, calamity and control. Their musical 
multi-tasking makes for live shows that are visually unexpected and sonically 
explosive. 
 
In 2009, Brassland co-founders Aaron & Bryce Dessner of The National (well, 
technically, their sister) discovered BUKE & GASE when they played Sycamore, the 
basement venue down the street from The National's home studio in Ditmas Park, 
Brooklyn. They were blown away by how much noise and rhythm was emerging from 
this two-piece band. 
 
Dyer and Sanchez had formerly been bandmates in the post-punk noise group 
Hominid who, after touring with The Fall in 2004, fell to their demise and disbanded. 
Sanchez went on to form Proton Proton (which opened for Deerhoof and Les Savy 
Fav) and Dyer took a three-year musical hiatus and became obsessed with racing 
her bicycle as a form of masochistic entertainment. 
 
In 2007, pining for a new direction, the two regrouped. After much alchemizing they 
discovered their nascent sound while tinkering with their distinctive homemade gear: 
a bass drum with an integral snare drum and tambourine, ankle-played bells, toe-
bourine, a cameo-ing homemade bulbul tarang and, of course, the eponymous buke 
and gase. For the geekly inclined: the buke and the gass both have multiple audio 
outputs that either go to their respective amps or are managed by various audio 
mixers, distortion boxes, and pitch shifters. 
 
PRESS QUOTES 
"It doesn't happen very often that we find out about an emerging rock band that is 
absolutely mind blowing, both on record and live. BUKE & GASE is such a band." - 
Deli Magazine 

"It's not hard to imagine a crowd marching behind singer Arone Dyer, punching the 
air as she calls...with her mobilizing, bodily cry.'" - Pitchfork , Best New Track  

"It's compelling watching them kick and strum...but it was Arone Dyer's waling, 
uplifting, melodic voice that left the biggest impression on me. You hear Beth Ditto for 
a second (one who races/fixes bikes and builds her own instruments, doesn't hang 
out at fashion shows), Kathleen Hannah in those Bikini Kill days, Throwing Muses, 
something else, etc., an overall joy." – Brandon Stosuy, Stereogum 

“[Buke and Gase’s debut album Riposte is] a unique, euphoric, distorto-fucked rock 
banger, a jarring, Geraldine Fibbers-style alt-chug given a fancy new lilt by erratic 
prog and African circular rhythms.”- Christopher Weingarten, The Village Voice 

 



 

 

“Dyer and Sanchez [of Buke and Gase] feed their respective buke and gass through 
amps and pedals, creating a buzzing, springy sound that brims with kinetic 
restlessness....Dyer and Sanchez are the sort of artists who will continue to 
challenge themselves at every turn.”- Joshua Love, Pitchfork 

WEBSITE 
www.bukeandgase.com 
Song ‘Page Break’ - www.youtube.com/watch?v=ccD8eCD0vWI  
All songs are streamable on - http://bukeandgase.bandcamp.com  
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